LEARNING HEART: Weekly Reflections

Week Beginning 20th December
Christmas
One day, if we are lucky, the impact of Christmas stuns us. Something remarkable begins to dawn
on us – the recognition that, despite its ugliness and evil, this wounded world is alive with love. We
are treasured beyond measure by a mercy that does not depend on our worthiness – that carries no
inspection for perfection.
Every year, we have Advent to remember and delight in this transforming story, this radical
revelation that the divine mystery is now flesh of our flesh, as intimate as our senses. The mystic
within us knows that the same holds true of the world itself, that we must cherish it, because now
we know it to be the precious body of God.
Incarnation is about the way we see things, the way we get hints of the holy, hidden nature of
everything, especially of the experiences of our lives. Think, for instance, of the most complete,
loving moment you can remember. Think of all that has ever moved you profoundly, whether this be
the silence of the darkness, the forgiveness of a friend, or the wind in the winter trees. All of that is
unearned, undeserved. And it is all free. We know this because of the baby.
There will, of course, be days when we doubt this. There is too much confusion around us, too much
pain inside us. We lose our longing for the light. One Sunday at mass we prayed for the removal of
‘the darkness that blinds us to the vision that fills the mind.’ Midnight mass reveals, to those who
have learned to see, that these beautiful prayers are already answered – every day.
Reflect, for instance, on the utter surprise of feeling the invincible spirit move in you, of sensing
there is nothing you cannot be, or do. Think of the most liberating moments in your life – when, for
instance, at the end of your worst night of loss, you still got up, drew back the curtains, and, without
knowing why, your stalled heart began to beat with hope again.
Or think of the most courageous moment that still makes your eyes shine. Think of the time when
you reached way beyond yourself, when you stretched for what was out of reach, when someone
or something carried you to a place you had only dreamed of, when you felt at one with everything,
and sensed that your forgiving look was a small sacrament of universal peace.
Remember the sublime music that moved you to tears, the dance that made you throw back your
head and laugh out loud, the painting that touched your hidden passion, the possibility or the
person that stole your heart. That is when you were experiencing the excitement we call God,
revealed first in the small lover on straw who smiled at the star above him, and cried at the cross he
glimpsed beneath it.
Too often, at Christmas we perennially miss the real magic – that in his subsequent death and
Resurrection, the ‘baby Jesus’ is, in fact, revealed to be the Cosmic Christ who flattens the hills
of injustice and fills the valleys with hope, the heart, soul and savior of God’s beloved and broken
people, the mighty ‘firstborn of all Creation’, the pulsing being of all that lives. There is nothing
infantile about the infant. Christmas is already Easter.
We look at the baby and sight trembles into insight, seeing is transformed by recognition. Advent
grace is for attuning the senses of the soul to the rhythm of God’s heart in every heartbeat
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